Abstract. We suppose that there are both particles with negative energies described by L W and particles with positive energies described by L F , L = L F + L W , L F is equivalent to Lagragian density of the conventional QED, L W and L F are symmetric, independent of each other before quantization and dependent on each other after quantization. From this we define transfomation operators and quantize free fields by the transformation operators replacing the creation and annihilation operators in the conventional QED. That the energy of the vacuum state is equal to zero is naturally obtained. Thus we can easily determine the cosmological constant according to data of astronomical observation, and it is possible to correct nonperturbational methods which depend on the energy of the ground state in quantum field theory.
Introduction
There are the following five problems to satisfactorily solve in the given quantum field theory (QFT).
1. The issue of the cosmological constant.
2. The problem of divergence of Feynman integrals with loop diagrams. 3. The problem of the origin of asymmetry in the electroweak unified theory. 4 . The problem of triviality of ϕ 4 −theory. 5. The problems of dark matter and the origin of existence of huge cavities in cosmos.
In brief, we present a consistent QFT without divergence, give a fully method evaluating Feynman integrals (see the second and third papers), and give possible solutions to the five problems in a unified basis to reexplain the physics meanings of negative energies.
There is an inconsistency in the given QFT. As is well known, before redefining a Hamilton H as a normal-ordered product, the energy E 0 of the vacuum state is divergent. Because we may arbitrarily choose the zero point of energy in QFT, we can redefine E 0 to be zero. This is, in fact, equivalent to demand {a ps , a But in fact these commutation relations are equal to 1, and in other cases, e.g. in propagators, they must also be 1. Thus the given QFT is not consistent. On the other hand, according to general theory of relativity, energy = gravitation mass = inertial mass, E 0 will has gravitation effect, thus one cannot arbitrarily regard E 0 to be zero, and the divergent E 0 causes the issue of cosmological constant.
Divergence of Feynman integrals with loop diagrams seems to have been solved by introducing the bare mass and the bare charge or the concepts equivalent to them. But both bare mass and charge are divergent and unmeasured, thus QFT is still not perfect. In order to overcome the shortcomings, people have tried many methods. For example, G. Scharf attempted to solve the difficulty by the causal approach [1] . Feynman integrals with loop diagrams are not divergent in some supersymmetric theories. But the supersymmetry theory lacks experiment foundations. In fact, there should be no divergence and all physical quantities should be measurable in a consistent theory.
According to the given generalized electroweak unified models which are leftright symmetric before symmetry spontaneously breaking, asymmetry is caused by symmetry spontaneously breaking. In such models there must be many unknown particles with massive masses. Such models are troublesome and causes many new problems. Hence the origin of asymmetry in the electroweak unified theory should still be explored.
We introduce the present theory as follows.
1. The physics basis of the present theory is to reexplain the physics meanings of negative energies.The relativistic theory is very perfect, and existence of negative energies is its essential character.
Any existence must depend on its existing conditions. As an ancient Chinese philosopher said, nothing in nothing is just some existence; existence in existence is just some nothing. We think that positive energies and negative energies are depend on each other.
In fact, not only are not negative energies a difficulty, but have profound physical meanings. Existence of antiparticles is only, in fact, a result of particle-inversion symmetry, and do not reveal the essence of negative energies , since antiparticles have still positive energies. We suppose that negative energies can exist as positive energies. As a consequence, matter has two sorts of existing forms as well, one sort has positive energies, and the other has negative energies, e.g., there are not only electrons, positrons and photons with positive energies, but also electrons, positrons and photons with negative energies. Thus, the Lagrangian density describing the world should be L = L F +L W . L F describing the positive-energy world and L W describing the negative-energy world are symmetric. L F is analogous to the Lagrangian density of the given QED. There is no coupling between the fields ψ and A µ in L F and the fields ψ and A µ in L W , hence negative energies and positive energies are respectively conservational, thereby a real particle with a positive energy (Fparticle) cannot transform into a real particle with a negative energy (W-particle), and vice versa. But the two sorts of virtual particles can transform from each into other. Thus no contradiction will appear even though there is matter with negative energy. When ψ, A µ , ψ and A µ are regarded as the classical fields or the coupling coefficients g f and the electromagnetic masses m ef in L F , g w and m ew in L W are regarded as constants, L F and L W will be independent of each other. In this case, all results obtained by the present theory will be same as those obtained by the given theory.
2. But after quantization, L F and L W will be dependent on each other. Because particles can exist in the two sorts of forms, we can define transformation operators which transform a F-state into a W-state or a W-state into a F-state, and can quantize fields by the transformation operators replacing creation and annihilation operators in the given QFT. Thus it is necessary that g f and m ef respectively become operators G F and M F to be determined by S w , and g w and m ew respectively become operators G W and M W to be determined by S f , here S w and S f are the scattering operators respectively determined by L W and L F . G F and M F multiplied by field operators ψ and A µ become the coupling coefficients g f (p 2 , p 1 ) and mass m ef (p) determined by scattering amplitude W f | S w | W i , and G W and M W multiplied by field operators ψ and A µ become the coupling coefficients g w (p 2 , p 1 ) and mass m ew (p) determined by scattering amplitude F f | S f | F i . Thus after quantization, L F and L W will be dependent on each other.
3. Two sorts of corretions.
In the given QED, there are two sort of parameters, e.g., the physical charge and the bare charge, and one sort of corrections originating S equivalent to S f . In contrast with the given QED, there are only one sort of parameters defined at so-called subtraction point q 2 , q 1 and q′, i.e., g f (q 2 , q 1 ) = g w (q 2 , q 1 ) = g 0 and m ef (q) = m ew (q) = m e0 , and two sorts of corretions originating from S w and S f to scattering amplitudes, g 0 and m e0 .Thus L F and L W together determine the loop-diagram corrections. When n-loop corrections originating from S f and S w are simultaneously considered, the integrands causing divergence in
will cancil each other out, hence all Feynman integrals are convergent, e.g.,
f f originates from S f and g (1) f w originates from S w , and the superscript (1) denotes 1-loop correction, g (1) f (p 2 , p 1 ) is finite and g (1) f (q 2 , q 1 ) = 0. Thus it is unnecessary to introduce counterterms and regularization. We give a complete Feynman rules to evaluate Feynman integrals by the new concepts (see second and third papers).
It should be pointed that in the meaning of perturbation theory, because the coupling coefficients and masses will be corrected by n-loop diagrams, we cannot give a absolutely precise L F and L W , and can only give the precise L we can obtain scattering amplitudes approximate arbitrary n-loop diagrams.
is naturally derived, thereby we can easily determine the cosmological constant according to data of astronomical observation, and it is possible to correct nonperturbational methods which depend on the energy of the ground state in QFT.
5. Generalizing the present theory to the electroweak unified theory, we will see a possible origin of symmetry breaking. Accoding to this model, the world is symmetric on principle (i.e., L = L W + L F is symmetric), but the world observed by us is asymmetric since L W or L F is asymmetric. In this model there is no unknown particle with a massive mass (see the third paper).
6. Because there is no interaction of matter with negative energy and matter with positive energy by a given quantizable field. Only possibility is that there is repulsion or gravitation of the two sorts of matter. Because the sort of matter with negative energy is one new sort of matter, it is impossible from theory to determine that there is what sort of interaction. We can only determine the new sort of interaction from data of astronomical observation. If the new interaction is repulsion, it is possible that the new interaction is the reason for existence of the phenomena of huge cavity. If the new interaction is gravitation, it is possible that the new sort of matter is the candidate for dark matter. It is also possible that there is new and more important relationship between matter with negative energy and matter with positive energy.
7. The new QF T will also give a possible solution for the problem of triviality of ϕ 4 −theory. 8. Two sorts of transformation. Accoding to the present theory, there are two sorts of transformation. The first sort of transformation must correspond to a coupling term of field operators, e.g., igψγ µ A µ ψ determines the transformation e + + e − → γ + γ. The sort of transformation is measurable.
The second sort of transformation is defined by the transformation operators as | a ps a ps | and cannot correspond to any coupling term of quantizable fields . The processes determined by the sort of transformation, e.g., | a ps a ps || a ps =| a ps , cannot be measured. The sort of transformation can only be potential and is realized by the virtual-particle processes. Existing reasons of the sort of transformation are that by it we can eliminate divergence of E 0 and Feynman integrals with loop diagrams, explain the left-right asymmetry and some phenomena of the cosmos, and so on. By the conventional creation and annihilation operators in the given QFT we can also obtain the similar results provided we Suppose L = L F +L W and that g F and m F are determined by S W and g W and m W are determined by S F (of course, in this case this conjecture is not natural). It is also possible to obtain the same results but that both F-particles and W-particles possess positive energies provided L F and L W are independent of each other.
The present theory contains three parts. The first part takes QED as example to illuminate the method to reconstruct QFT, and give the solutions of the issue of the cosmological constant and the problem of divergent Feynman integrals in QED. The part is composed of the present paper and the following two papers. The second part discusses the problem of triviality of ϕ 4 −theory. The third part discusses the problem of the origin of asymmetry in the electroweak unified theory.
Quantization for free fields will be discussed in the present paper. The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we construct the Lagrangian density of free fields. In section 3, quantization for free fields is carried out. In section 4, we discuss the meanings of E 0 = 0. Section 5 is a conclusion.
Lagrangian density and equations of motion for free fields
There must be positive-energy solutions and negative-energy solutions for a classical relativistic equation of motion, and positive-energy solutions and negativeenergy solutions are symmetric. On the other hand, we think that only equations of motion are insufficient in order to determine the complete properties of a relativistic system. A complete Lagrangian density is very necessary. From this, we present the following conjecture.
Conjecture: There are both particles with negative energies described by L W (Wparticle) and particles with positive energies described by L F (F-particle), the total Lagrangian density is
L F 0 and L W 0 are independent of each other in form and symmetric.
Field operators are composed of transformation operators which transform a Fparticle into a W-particle or a W-particle into a F-particle. Such transformation may occur for virtual particles. But because L F 0 and L W 0 are independent of each other, such transformation cannot occur for realistic particles.
We suppose the Lagrangian densities L F 0 and L W 0 for the free Dirac fields and the Maxwell fields to be respectively
2) and (2.3) imply the Lorentz gauge to be already fixed . The difference between (2.1) and the corresponding Lagrangian density in the given QED is L W 0 . The conjugate fields corresponding to them are respectively
From the Noether ′ s theorem, we have
where j = 1, 2, 3, a repeated index implies summation over all values of the index. The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion derived from Hamilton , s variational principle are
It is seen from (2.10), (2.11) and(2.7)-(2.9) that although L F 0 = L W 0 , Q F = Q w and H 0F = H 0W, the equations satisfied by ψ 0 and A 0µ are the same as those satisfied by ψ 0 and A 0µ , respectively. This implies that for a relativistic physical system, only equations of motion are insufficient for corrective description of all properties of the system. A complete Lagrangian density is very necessary.
When ψ 0 , etc., are regarded as the classical fields and
where
To get a completeness relation, it is necessary to form a guartet of orthonormal 4-vectors [2] .
Moreover, all four vectors are normalized to 1, i.e., 
Quantization for free fields
We now regard ψ 0 etc. as field operators. ψ 0 , A 0µ, ψ 0 and A 0µ as the solutions of the equations of the quantum fields (2.10)− (2.11) can also be expanded in terms of the complete sets (2.13) and (2.14) , respectively, only the expanding coefficients are all operators. Thus we have
2)
5)
6)
We call such operators as I p a ps (t) | and | c kλ (t) j k transformation operators. Such an operator as a ps (t) | changes as time, and I p and j k etc. do not change.
Properties and multiplication rules of the transformation operators.
1. Such transformation operators as I p a ps | are regarded a whole. 2. Multiplication rules of such operators as a ps | and | a ps . Such an operator in the form a ps | is equivalent to an annihilation operator a ps , and such an operator in the form | a ps is equivalent to an creation operator a + ps in the given QED. Thus, let α = a, b, a and b, γ = c and c, the multiplication rules of the operators are
From (3.10)-(3.11) we have
The other commutation or anticommutation relations are all zero, e.g., .15) 3. States and inner products of states. As the given QED, from (3.13)-(3.14) we see free fermion states and n-photon states to be
Considering (3.13)-(3.14) and
we obtain the inner products of states to be The transformation operators can also be written as
In orter to easily deal with problems, now we divide an operator as | a ps a ps (t) | into such two parts | a ps I 
25)
The other inner products are all zero, e.g.,
(3.27)
KD denotes K and D do not defined as an inner product and are commutable, K i D i denotes that two vectors with the fully same subscript are defined as an inner product, (AK A ) and (K B B) are two operators respectively containing K A and K B , here the sign '· ′ represents to make the inner product K A · K B . K can be constructed by states (see appendix A).
Multiplying two operators containing K,we must perform the products of K ′ s, e.g., (3.23). Thus when many such operators multiply, associative law does no longer hold water. Hence we must appoint the associative order of the such operators. This order is easily appointed because the matter, in fact, appears in only deriving Lagrangian density and Hamiltan density.
It is obvious that an essential difference between transformation operators and the creation or annihilation operators is the factor K .
From (3.13)-(3.15),(3.24)-(3.26) and (3.1)-(3.8), we easily derive the commutation or anticommutation relations of the transformation operators and the field operators.
The others are all zero. The commutation or anticommutation relations are the same as those of the given QED.
3.2.
Charge operators and Hamiltonian operators. According to the rules above we easily obtain the charge operators and the Hamiltonian operators. From (2.6)-(2.9) we have
It is seen from (2.6), (2.9) and (3.42)-(3.45) that both energy and charge of the vacuum state are zero, the energies of the F-states are all positive and the energies of the W-states are all negative, i.e.,
(3.48) does not imply that the masses of the W-particles are negative, oppositely, they are positive (see (2.8)). The energies and charges of particles can also be written as
57) 
After the Maxwell field is quantized, the Lorentz condition (2.12) is no longer applicable. As the given QED, from (3.48) and (3.50) we have
Thus, as the given QED, we define the subsidiary condition to be 
As seen the Heisenberg equations (3.64) − (3.67) are consistent with the EulerLagrange equations (2.10) − (2.11) , respectively. From (3.68)-(3.71) we have
where It is seen from (3.46) that both energy and charge of the vacuum state are equal to zero. In contrast with the given QED, (3.46) is derived without application of the normal ordered product of H 0 . According to the given QED, before redefining H 0 as normal-ordered products E 0 = 0. After redefining H 0 as normal-ordered products, E 0 = 0. But this only transfers the divergence difficulty of the energy of the ground state. Because we may arbitrarily choose the zero point of energy in quantum field theory, we can redefine the ground-state energy to be zero. But in the theory of gravitation, if E 0 = 0, E 0 will have gravitational effect. Hence we are not at liberty to redefine E 0 =0 . Thus the knotty problem of the cosmological constant arises in the given QFT and the relativistic theory of gravitation [3] . In the present theory E 0 = 0. Hence the density of the energy of the vacuum state ρ vac = 0. Thus, from the equation of gravitation field
and data of astronomical observation we can easily determine the cosmological constant λ. We secondly simply discuss the correction originating from E 0 = 0 to a nonperturtational method in quantum field theory.
When one evaluates the energy of a system by a nonperturtational method, e.g., a Hartree-type approximation [4] , it is necessary to subtract the zero-point energy E [5] 0 . According to the given quantum field theory E 0 = 0, while according to the present theory E 0 = 0, hence we will obtain different results in nature.
We will discuss the two knotty problems above in detail in other papers.
Conclusions
We suppose that there are both particles with negative energies described by L W and particles with positive energies described by L F , and L W and L F are independent of each other in form and symmetric. From this we present a new Lagrangian density L = L W + L F and a new quantization method for QED. That the energy of the vacuum state is equal to zero is naturally obtained. Thus we can easily determine the cosmological constant according to data of astronomical observation, and it is possible to correct nonperturbational methods which depend on the energy of the ground state in quantum field theory.
